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The title of Sverdrup's article is Tests without
power, by which he apparentlymeans Tests constructedwithoutpowerconsiderations.For, although
my exact tests, againstwhich it is directed,are constructed without power considerations,they certainly do not lack power in the Neyman-Pearson
sense.
A principleof statisticalinference,like unbiasedness, invariance, the likelihood principle, or the
principlethat I have proposed, is a codificationof
statisticalpractice.Thus, what makes such a principle correct,is that it adequatelyaccountsfor wellestablishedparts of statisticalpractice.There is no
questionof staringat the principleas it stands and
trying to feel whetheror not it is convincing.Conversely,to refutesuch a principle,we must show that
it conflictswith the way statisticiansactuallybehave
or would behave in a particularcase. This is what
Sverdruptries to do with the principlefor testing
reductive statistical hypotheses that I have called
exact. To counter his criticism,I shall have to go
throughall his examples,showing that, in some of
them, the hypothesisthat he considers,although a
hypothesis in the Neyman-Pearsonsense, is not
reductive,and that, in the remainingones, despite
of what Sverdrupsays, it is the exact test, and
neitherthe test favouredby him, nor the uniformly
most powerfulunbiasedone, which is in agreement
with common sense. (Thus these latter examples,
rather than refutingthe exact test, refute the principle of unbiasedness.)Whetherthis sense is in fact
common, can of course only be decided by public
discussion. If the publication of this polemic can
contributeto such a discussion,it will have servedits
purpose.
Before turningto the examples,however,I want
to make two commentson the introduction.First,
Sverdrup says that my principle "disregardsthe
alternativesexcept for the purpose of constructing
the minimalsufficientstatisticX under the a priori
assumptions."(HereX is his notation for my t(x).)
This is misleading.In the Neyman-Pearsontheory,
a statistical model is a family H of probability
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distributionson a samplespaceX, and a hypothesis
Hois a subsetof H. In my theory,the samplespaceX
is retained,but H is replacedby a statistict(x) and
Hoc H by a statistic u(x) u(t(x)) which factors
through t(x). Hence the alternatives HL=H-Ho are

in no way disregardedin my theory: they are just
differently specified. Instead of specifying HL or
H =Ho UH1, I specify a statistict(x) whichinduces
a finer partitioningof the samplespace than u(x) =
u(t(x)). Cf. also Cox's question on p. 15 and my
answerto it on p. 17 of Martin-Lof(1974a).Second,
Sverdrupasks if it is meant as an assumptionthat
the conditional(in my terminology,microcanonical)
distributionof x given that t(x) = t is uniform,and
that, underthe hypothesis,the distributionof x given
that u(x) = u(t(x))

=

u is also uniform. Yes, this is an

assumption.And it is this assumptionwhich allows
me to specifya statisticalmodel by simplygivingthe
sample space X (with its Riemannianmetric in the
continuouscase) and the statistict(x). Otherwise,I
would also have to specify a measureon X, and it
wouldbe mysteriouswherethatmeasureshouldcome
from if it werenot simplythe uniformmeasure,that
is, in the continuouscase, the Riemannianmeasure
determinedby the metric.That an observationx can
be describedby the model whose sample space is X
and whose statistic is t(x), means preciselythat x
can be consideredas drawnat randomfrom (that is,
accordingto the uniformdistributionon) the set X,
of all outcomes y for which t(y)

=

t =the observed

value of t(x). And the hypothesisis that x can be
consideredas drawnat randomfrom the largerset
Xu,of all outcomes y for which u(y) = u(t(y)) = u = the
observed value of u(x) = u(t(x)).

Example1. Card dealing in bridge. The sample
space consists of all possible deals, and Sverdrup
wants to test the hypothesisthat
the mixingis perfect(no cheating)
againstthe alternativethat
the deal is favourableto the dealer.
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He also considersthe reductivehypothesisthat the
statistic
t(x) = t if x belongs to Gt

can be reducedto the trivialstatistic
u(x) = constant.

This latter hypothesis is rejectedby the exact test
providedthe ratio Nt(c)/N is sufficientlysmall.
No doubt, choosing u(x) =constant is the correct
way of expressingthe hypothesisof perfect mixing
as a reductive hypothesis. But the exact test consideredby Sverdruptests this hypothesisagainstthe
alternativethat the dealx can be consideredas drawn
of all dealswhichare as
at randomfrom the set Gt(X)
favourable to the dealer as the particulardeal x,
quite independentlyof the numericalvalue of t(x).
This is not the alternativein whichSverdrupis interested, namely, that the deal is favourable to the
dealer.
If we index the sets Gt in such a way that t(x) is
the gain of the dealermeasuredin a suitablemonetary unit, it makessense to introducethe parametric
model

Example 3. This is an elaborationof the previous
example.We haveone samplexl, ..., xmfromthe geometric distributionp(l -p)'-1 and another sample
Yi, ..., yn from the geometricdistributionq(l -q)Y-l
and want to test the hypothesisp = q. If we consider
the one-sidedalternativep > q, the hypothesisis not
reductiveand hence falls outside of my framework.
On the otherhand, whenconsideredagainstthe twosided alternative p*q, p =q is nothing but the para-

metricspecificationof the reductivehypothesis
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the exact test rejects this hypothesis in the tail of
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whichis relatedto the negativebinomialdistribution
in the sameway as the hypergeometricdistributionis
relatedto the ordinarybinomialdistribution.
Now, specialize, as Sverdrupdoes, to the case
In terms of this model, the exact test consideredby
Sverdrupteststhe hypothesisa = 0 againstthe alterna- m =1. If, in addition,n = 1, then
tive a*O, whereasthe alternativewhich he actually
has in mind is a >0. Such one-sidedhypothesesare P.(x) = I -1 x=1, 2, ...,u-1.
not reductiveand hence fall outside of my framework. And I have never suggested that the exact
Hence, in this case, the exact test neverrejects,that
test should be appliedto them.
Example2. Non-paying passengerson tramcars. is, the criticallevel is constantlyequal to one. This
In this example, Sverdrupwants to test the hypo- is entirelyas it should be. When m =n = 1, whatever
thesis p =0.001 or p60.001 (it is not quite clear be the values of x and y, thereis simplyno informawhich, but it does not matter)wherep is the para- tion in the observationsas to whetherp =q or p*q.
meter of the geometricdistibutionp(l -p)'-', x = 1, Any valuesof x and y are compatiblewith the hypothesis p = q providedp and q are sufficientlysmall.
2, ..., 0 <p ?1, against the alternative p >0.001.
Sverdrup,on the other hand, seemsto considerit as
a
this
is
a
and
not
reductive
one-sided
hypoAgain,
thesis, and hence it falls outside the scope of my a defect that the exact test gives no guidancewhen
m = n = 1. I cannot understand why.
theory. Changingthe geometricdistributioninto
When m=1 andn>1,
E, N ete
t=l

zN-xi

ta- I
(N)

(N- x) (N- x- 1)... (N-x - a+ 1)
N(N- 1) ... (N-a+ 1)

p (x) =(

-

(u1)

)

does not remedythe situationas long as the alternative remains one-sided, that is, as long as we are decreasesmonotonically as x increasesfrom 1 to
u - n, and hence the exact test rejectsthe hypothesis
testing p = a/N =po (or <po) against p >po.
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when x is sufficientlylarge, that is, close to u - n.
Sverdrupfinds it paradoxical that, although the
hypothesisis two-sided,the criticalregion becomes
one-sided, and thinks that we ought of course to
reject the hypothesiswhen x is close to either 1 or
u - n. It is also easy to see that a uniformlymost
powerfulunbiasedtest existsand has a (randomized,
in general)criterialregion of the form favouredby
Sverdrup.Now, sincep.(x) is monotonicallydecreasing, rejectingwhenx is close to 1 amountsto rejecting
for the values whichare most probable under the hypo-

thesis. Against this, I have two objections.First, I
know of no case when one has rejecteda statistical
hypothesisafter having observedthe most probable
value under the hypothesis,and I would not do so
myself. Second, in order that it should be at all
possible to reject the hypothesisfor the most probable value of the distributionwithout randomization, the probabilityof this value must not exceed
the level of significancee (=0.01, say). This means
that the distributionmust containat least 1/e (= 100
if e = 0.01) possible values, that is, be very much
spread out and hence, on an appropriatescale,
practically continuous. Considerationsabout the
measuringaccuracyof the kind that I shall make in
connectionwith Example4 then becomecrucial.Before turningto it, however, I must show how the
notions of statisticalmodel,reductivehypothesisand
exact test are defined in the finite-dimensional
continuouscase.
The sample spaceX is then assumedto be an ndimensionalRiemannianmanifold, that is, a manifold endowed with a Riemannian metric G = (gij)

which determinesthe distance

det JG-1J' > 0,

and constanton the surfaceXt wheret(x) = t, so that
we can write
(JG-1J')(x) = (JG-1J')(t(x)).

Geometrically,this means that the infinitesimally
close surfacesXt andXt+dt are parallel.Second,

= At(xd
< +
f(t)= XdAt

c>

for all t in T. Here Atis the surfacemeasureon Xt,
that is, the measurewhich is determinedby the metric whichXt inheritsfrom the metricon X.
Becauseof the first condition,the given metricG
on X inducesin a naturalway a metricon T, namely,
the metric
(JG-1J')-1.

Geometrically,the distance
Vdt'(JG-'J')-1dt

betweentwo infinitesimallyclose points t and t + dt
in this metric,is the perpendiculardistancebetween
the infinitesimallyclose surfacesXt andXt+dt measured in the metric G. This distanceis welldefined
since, by assumption,Xt and Xt+dt are parallel.The
measureon T determinedby the metric (JG-1J')-l
is

..

-dt
dp_
dy= Vdet(JG- 'J')-dt, ... dtp=
1Idet JG1J

= V/ gj dxi dxj
ds = /'dxTGdx

This measureis invariantlydefined (undersmooth
coordinatechanges)since it is the Riemannianmeasbetweentwo infinitesimallyclose points (whoselocal ure derived from the metric (JG-1J')-1 which, in
coordinatevectorsare)x and x + dx. Hereand in the turn, is determinedby the given metric G on X and
following the sign ' denotes transposition. The the statistic t(x). The measuredAon X can be demetric,in turn, determinesthe Riemannianmeasure composed accordingto the (geometricallyobvious)
formula
on X
t. j

dA= 1/detGdxl ... dxn

whichis invariantundersmooth coordinatechanges.
A statistict(x) is a smoothmappingfrom the sample
spaceX onto a manifold T of dimensionp < n which
is subjectedto the following two conditions. First,
letting
dt

dx

=(ot,)
ax)

be the tangentmap, it is requiredthat JG-1J' should
be invertible,that is,

dA= dAtd,y
Integratingout with respect to dAt,we see that the
functionf(t) on T is the density with respectto dMc
of the measure induced by the measure dA on X
underthe statistict(x). It is the functionf(t) which,
in the discretecase, is simply the number of outcomes x such that t(x) = t. The above definitionof
f(t) in the continuouscase should replacethe defective definitionwhich I have given earlierin MartinLof (1970)and (1974b).
A reductivehypothesisstates that
t(x) can be reducedto u(x) = u(t(x))
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whereu(t) is a smooth mappingfrom T onto a manifold U of dimension q <p which is such that the

and hence the exact test can be applied. According
to it, we shall reject the hypothesiswhen the ratio
composite function u(x) = u(t(x)) is a statistic. (The f(t)/g(u) is sufficientlysmall, the functionsf(t) and
differencep - q is the numberof degreesof freedom g(u) being definedas above. Computationyields
of the hypothesis.)With
f(t)
g(u)

ddu Iaui

dt

2

B((m-1)/2,

atj

X zim - 2)/2

so that

(z_

z )(n -2)/2,

Z = Zl + Z2

which is the conditionalprobabilitydensity of t for
fixed u with respectto the measure

du= du dt
-=
dx dt dx

=

KJ,
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this means,first, that (KJ)G-1(KJ)'should be invertible and constant on the surface Xu,where u(x) = u,
or, equivalently,that K(JG-'J')K' should be so on
the surface T. where u(t) = u, and, second, that
g(u) =

(n-1)/2)z(m+n-3)l2

dA)= T f(t)dpu < +

for all u in U. Here d4uais the surfacemeasureon
Tu,that is, the measurewhich is determinedby the
metricwhich Tuinheritsfrom the metric(JG-1J')-l
on T. Just as in the discretecase, the exact test rejects the hypothesisthat t(x) can be reducedto u(x) =
u(t(x)) if the ratio

(z

d
Z)

That the exponentsof z1 and z - z1 in the expression
for f(t)/g(u) are (m - 2)/2 and (n -2)/2 and not
(m - 3)/2 and (n - 3)/2 as in Sverdrups expression, is
a consequenceof my correctionof the definitionof
f(t) in the continuouscase. Fortunately,the correction does not affect Sverdrup'sargumentin an essential way: we merely have to put m =2 instead of
m = 3. Indeed,when m =2,
f(t)
g(u)

2

(n-2)12

B(1/2, (n - l)/2) z(n-l)/2

which is a decreasingfunction of z1 providedn > 2.
Thusthe exacttest rejectsthe hypothesisa, = a2 when
f(t)
zl is sufficientlylarge.Justas in Example3, Sverdrup
thinks that, since the hypothesis is two-sided, the
g(u)'
criticalregion ought to be two-sidedas well, that is,
that we ought to rejectif z1 is either large or small.
which satisfies
Now, thereare at least threedifferentwaysof distributing the total level of significancee =o?+ s beJ'f(t) dIu
1
tween the two tails. Here -s and e1 are the probabiliJUg(U)
ties of rejectingthe hypothesiswhen zl/z is close to
is sufficiently small. This ratio is the conditional Oand 1, respectively.
(1) Sverdrupproposesthe rule of thumb eo = 1
probabilitydensity of t(x) given that u(x) =u with
E/2.
To me, this seems wholly arbitraryunless the
measure
to
respect the surface
dyu.
distributionis symmetric,that is, m =n, in which
Example 4. We have samples xl, ..., xm and Yi,
yn from normal distributionswith means $ and X case the principleof uniformlymost powerful unand standarddeviationsa1 and a2,respectively,and biasednessleads to preciselythis result. If m =n > 2,
want to test the hypothesis al = a2. The condition the distributionis both symmetricand unimodal,
a, = a2is the parametricspecificationof the reductive and hence the exact test also yields eo = e1/2.
(2) The uniformlymost powerfulunbiasedtest is
hypothesis
always two-sided(even when m or n = 2) and
t = (x, 9, z1, z2) (x, Y,Zl+Z2) = U,
n-i
rn-i
1
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when e--O. In the maximallyasymmetriccase m =2
that Sverdrupconsiders,
n-i
n

,

1
n18--E.
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Hence, if m = 2 and n is not too small,the uniformly
most powerfulunbiasedtest placesalmost all of the
significancelevel in the left tail, that is, the tail
where the probabilitydensity is high. This must, I
think, lead us to reject the principleof unbiasedness.
(3) The critical region of the exact test is twosided when m and n >2 and one-sidedwhen m =2

Sverdrup, E. (1974). Tests without power. Scand. J. Statist.
2, 158-160.
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and n > 2. Hence, in the latter case, so = 0 and es =e.

This is what Sverdrupfinds paradoxicaland leads
him to rejectthe principleon which the exact test is
based.
My argumentsfor the exact test and against unbiasednessas well as the rule of thumbfavouredby
Sverdrup,are essentiallythe same as in Example3.
First, I know of no case wheretherehas been agreement among statisticiansthat a hypothesis should
be rejectedafter havingobservedthe most probable
outcome under the hypothesis. Second, one may
wonderif this is at all possiblein the continuouscase
when the inevitable limitations in the measuring
accuracyare taken into account.A part of the critical region which is located where the probability
density is close to its maximalvalue M must have
length 6 sIM. So, if it is at all to be possibleto reject
the hypothesiswherethe probabilitydensityis high,
the class width h must satisfy h < c1M. Choosing
e = 0.01, we get, for the normal distributionwith
standard deviation a, h < 0.025 a and, for the
exponential distributionwith mean ,u, h 6 0.01 ,u.
These measuringaccuraciesare completely irreal.
For example, it does not make sense to measure
statures,which are normallydistributedwith a==6
cm, with an accuracyh <1.5 mm. So, when m =2,
Sverdrup'stest as well as the uniformlymost powerful unbiasedone give practically,even if not mathematically,the sameresultas the exacttest carriedout
on the smallerlevel of significancees. For Sverdrup,
= e/2 and, for the uniformly most powerful unbiasedtest, e1is even smaller.
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